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Knowledge Distillation



A branch...
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2003.08271.pdf (survey)

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2003.08271.pdf


Knowledge Distillation

https://www.pragmatic.ml/a-survey-of-methods-for-model-compression-in-nlp/

https://www.pragmatic.ml/a-survey-of-methods-for-model-compression-in-nlp/


Softmax Temperature
Distilling the Knowledge in a Neural Network

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1503.02531.pdf


DistillBERT by Hugging Face (post)
Reducing the size:

Quantization: approximating the weights of a network with a smaller precision
Weights pruning: removing some connections in the network

Distillation: compress a large model (teacher) to a smaller model 
(student)
Transferring generalization capabilities：

Prevents the model to be too sure about its prediction; 
Dark knowledge: long tail labels

How to solve? One-hot encoding for gold labels changed to cross-entropy, (right) 
softmax-temperature

Training loss: distillation loss (KL loss between model parameters) and the 
masked language modeling loss.
Half size of BERT; 95% performance!

https://medium.com/huggingface/distilbert-8cf3380435b5


TinyBERT paper

Highlights:
Knowledge Distillation (KD) of Transformer-based models;
Two-stage learning framework: pre-training and task-specific learning 

(can capture general-domain and tasks-specific knowledge.
7.5x smaller and 9.4x faster; 96% performance of BERT (base)

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1909.10351.pdf


Transformer distillation
Layer-level distillation:

Including embedding layer 
and prediction layer.



Transformer-layer Distillation

Are layers enough? Better?

Attention weights learned by BERT 
can capture rich linguistic 
knowledge (syntax, coreference 
info), so it is also important to look 
at the Attention parameters (A).



Results

General and task-specific distillation: perform “transformer distillation” by changing 
the task and dataset.



Patient Knowledge Distillation for BERT Model Compression

Patient Knowledge Distillation: instead of learning parameters from only the last 
layer of the teacher, we encourage the student model to extract knowledge also 
from previous layers of the teacher network.

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1908.09355.pdf


Last k and skip k
PKD-Last

PKD-Skip

*task-specific



Efficiency



Takeaway
Leveraging knowledge from pre-trained models to cross-language tasks.

Language-specific KD ? One tiny model for each language?

Unlabeled data helps KD? if unlabeled data may help during KD (zero-shot 
setting), this may depend on the downstream task.

Two related works:

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1910.06294.pdf

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1911.03588.pdf

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1910.06294.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1911.03588.pdf


Syntax-aware Multi-task Graph Convolutional Networks for Biomedical Relation 
Extraction

Two challenges in biomedical relation extraction:  1)  contextual information 
between two entity mentions often involves sophisticated syntactic structures; 
(GCN + bioBERT)  2) imbalanced training data (multi-task learning). [distillbert 
“dark knowledge”]

Data set:  drug-drug interaction extraction task. 

https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/D19-6204.pdf


Performance



Graph + Text: paper link

simultaneously analyzing behavior and language in massive networks

efforts to integrate different kinds of embedding models for prediction and 
classification tasks

So, havior and language together especially for rare events

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2001.01126.pdf


Natural Language Processing and Text Mining with Graph-Structured 
Representations by Bang Liu 

Combine deep learning models with graph-structured representations for various 
tasks in NLP and text mining

Siamese network -> BERT generates edges

Impact: value to the real world -- A major part of our work has been deployed into 
real world applications in Tencent and serves billions of users.

https://sites.ualberta.ca/~bang3/files/PhD-Thesis.pdf


Natural Language Processing and Text Mining with Graph-Structured 
Representations by Bang Liu 

https://sites.ualberta.ca/~bang3/files/PhD-Thesis.pdf


DistillBERT by Hugging Face (post)
Reducing the size:

Quantization: approximating the weights of a network with a smaller precision
Weights pruning: removing some connections in the network

Distillation: compress a large model (teacher) to a smaller model (student)
Transferring generalization capabilities：

Prevents the model to be too sure about its prediction; 
Dark knowledge: long tail labels

How to solve? One-hot encoding for gold labels changed to cross-entropy, (right) softmax-
temperature

Training loss: distillation loss (KL loss between model parameters) and the masked 
language modeling loss.
Half size of BERT; 95% performance!

https://medium.com/huggingface/distilbert-8cf3380435b5


Text Generation Papers



Automatically Generating Wikipedia Articles: A Structure-
Aware Approach

Overview (1) 

Innovation: topic-specific extractors for content selection jointly for the entire 
template;
Method: standard perceptron algorithm -> global integer linear programming; 
Task: automatically creating a multi-paragraph overview article that provides a 
comprehensive summary of a subject of interest [survey/overview generation!]

https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/P09-1024/


Searching...



Overview (2)
Different topics: potential for redundancy across topics

Formulated as a structured classification problem; integer linear programming 
(ILP) formulation for optimization

Two components:

- Automatic template creation:
- Joint parameter estimation for content selection:



Related Work
Concept-to-text generation
Text-to-text generation
Domain-specific text-to-text generation: biography generation in summarization
and answering definition.

Related to IE,
Formulated as: generation of new overview articles that follow the structure of 
Wikipedia articles.



Method
In the corpus: 

Documents: sections with headings.

Preprocessing

- Template Induction
- Search

Learning Content Selection
Application



Method: Template Induction
A document contains a list of topics:

Actor biography: Biography, early life, career, and personal life

Cluster headers using a bisectioning algorithm (Zhao et al., 2005): cosine-sim and 
TF-IDF features; select k largest section clusters as topics.

Each topic t is identified by the most frequent heading found within the cluster –
e.g., Causes. 

This is done for each domain.



Method: Seach
Define search queries for 
each topic: 

- deriving queries from 
a conjunction of the 
document title and 
topic

- e.g., “3-M syndrome” 
diagnosis.



Levels
Hierarchy 😯

does not require annotated ranking data; only knowledge of this “optimal” excerpt 
is required.

Document

Topic 1

Topic 2

Topic k

Excerpts 1

Excerpts 2

Excerpts r



Method: selection
For each topic, select the best excerpt from the candidates.

Deal with coverage and redundancy (like MDS), from the web, with noise.

Propose a new method allows to maximize both local fit and global coherence.

Ranking: (see white board)

Optimizing the Global Objective: (prevent redundancy) -> See paper



Algorithm

Each doc
Each topic

Each topic

ILP:selecting 
one excerpt for 
each topic

If not similar, 
update 
parameters



Experiments
Data

2 Domains: 2150 American Film Actors and 523 Diseases (Wikipedia).
90%/10%: training testing

Baselines
Search: first search engine article, first k paragraphs
No template: constraints on content selection, classify excerpts using 

similarities..
Disjoint: select the highest-ranked excerpt for each topic.
Oracle system: (upper bound) system selects the excerpt for each topic 

??
Evaluation

ROUGE + human evaluation (live wikipedia)



Insights
There is still feature engineering..on which feature may be chosen (Table 1).

A novel way to break down a complex problem:

- How to apply existing methods (IR, MDS) into a “new” task.
- Optimization part: deal with redundancy

- An optimization task (ILP can solve)



Reformer: The Efficient Transformer (ICLR 20’)
Two methods to improve the efficiency of Transformer:

replace dot-product attention by one that uses locality-sensitive hashing, 
changing its complexity from O(L^2 ) to O(Llog L), where L is the length of the 
sequence.

reversible residual layers instead of the standard residuals

https://arxiv.org/abs/2001.04451


Reformer: The Efficient Transformer (ICLR 20’)
Dot-product attention

Memory bottleneck is in QK^T, K may have a large dimension;

Look at each qi in Q:

Find a subset of K, where qk^ has a large value ---> when K is close to qi.

How to find the nearest neighbors within the keys (K) in a high-dim space?

It can be solved by locality-sensitive hashing (LSH) : nearby vectors get the same 
hash value, distance vectors get dissimilar value: x ---> h(x)

https://arxiv.org/abs/2001.04451


Reformer: The Efficient Transformer (ICLR 20’)
Gave up...I can’t get it.

https://arxiv.org/abs/2001.04451


Hierarchical Transformers for Multi-Document Summarization

Contributions: A model can effectively process multiple input documents and 
distill abstractive summaries; applies Transformers to process hierarchical multiple 
documents; cross-doc relations via attention; graph representations among 
similarities.

A major obstacle: end-to-end system is hard, large inputs…

Graph-based models for MSD: (conveniently) textual units -> text spans 
represent graph nodes and edges are semantic links between them.

External information: replacing inter-document attention with a graph-matrix.

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1905.13164.pdf


Hierarchical Transformers for Multi-Document Summarization

Long sequences make end-to-
end very hard.

Need a pipeline illustration if the 
model is complex.

Problem Description (using 
WikiSum):

A title T, L input 
paragraphs, wish to generate 
the lead section D

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1905.13164.pdf


Hierarchical Transformers for Multi-Document Summarization: Model

Paragraph ranking (a learning progress)

Logistic regression: if a paragraph should be selected; using LSTM for 
title T and a paragraph, then apply two maxpooling layers to get a score.

Learning: Minimizing the cross-entropy between s and ground-truth 
scores (the relatedness of a paragraph to the gold standard summary, using 
Rouge-2)

Output is a list of ranked paragraphs, choose a number of them 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1905.13164.pdf


Hierarchical structure: local and global transformer

Word embedding is added by positional embedding

Local layer: a transformer (within a paragraph)

Global layer: exchange information across multiple paragraphs.

Multi-head pooling Inter-
paragraph Attention

allows for each paragraph to attend to other paragraphs by 
calculating an attention distribution

Hierarchical Transformers for Multi-Document Summarization: Model

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1905.13164.pdf


Hierarchical Transformers for Multi-Document Summarization: Model

Graph-informed Attention: easily incorporate graphs external to the model, to 
generate better summaries. Relations between paragraphs. Graph… G

Graph 1: lexical relations; cosine similarities based on tf-idf features.

Graph 2: discourse relations; Approximate Discourse Graph (ADG)

Inject this graph into the transformer by simply substituting the heads with G

(Improving, not necessary, check the results!) 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1905.13164.pdf


Hierarchical Transformers for Multi-Document Summarization: Results

Global layer is important, to 
exchange info between paragraphs, 
flat transformers can’t do.

It seems the graphs are not 
helping consistently.

Makes the heads harder to 
control?

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1905.13164.pdf


REINFORCEMENT LEARNING BASED GRAPH-TO-SEQUENCE MODEL FOR 
NATURAL QUESTION GENERATION (20’ ICLR)

Highlights:

Graph2seq model for question generation: 

Bi-directional gated GNN, deep alignment network (DAN)

Reinforcement learning: 

Generator-evaluator, trained on RL loss and cross-entropy loss 

Earth Movers’ distance and BLUE 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1908.04942.pdf


REINFORCEMENT LEARNING BASED GRAPH-TO-SEQUENCE MODEL FOR 
NATURAL QUESTION GENERATION (20’ ICLR)

Generator
DAN: two-level attention 

and concatenation
Passage to graph

BiGGNN more
Graph to vector?

Graph-level embedding

RNN Decoder: seq2seq
Reward

Evaluation metric as reward 
function

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1908.04942.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1511.05493.pdf


REINFORCEMENT LEARNING BASED GRAPH-TO-SEQUENCE MODEL FOR 
NATURAL QUESTION GENERATION (20’ ICLR)

RNNs: local dependencies among contexts

GNNs: utilize rich hidden text structure info (syntactic and semantic parsing), can model 
global interactions/relations among sequence words.

Representing text as a graph: 

syntax-based (static): parse tree for each sentence, then connect the boundary 
words as a paragraph graph.

semantic-based (dynamic): from attention (with U, parameters) as a dense adjacency 
matrix, from KNN as a dense one; two from normalized KNN.

Adjacency matrix contains parameters, making it a learnable process.

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1908.04942.pdf


BERT



BERTology: paper 40 analysis studies
Motivation: why? Less cognitive motivation

What knowledge does BERT have?

fill-in-the-gap probes of BERT’s MLM, 

analysis of self-attention weights,

probing classifiers using different BERT representations as inputs.

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2002.12327.pdf


BERT embeddings

Syntactic Knowledge

BERT representations are hierarchical rather than linear: syntactic tree 
structure

encode information about parts of speech, syntactic chunks and roles

syntactic structure can be extracted indirectly: Hewitt and Manning (2019)

Semantic Knowledge 

encodes information about entity types, relations, semantic roles, and proto-
roles;

struggles with representations of numbers; 



Localizing linguistic knowledge
Syntactic information is the most prominent in the middle BERT layers (8-9)

subject-verb agreement

Final layers are the most task-specific;

Semantics is spread across the entire model of all layers

.. all token level, what about sentences and paragraphs?



Multi-lingual BERT
mBERT: tained on 104 languages 
(vocab 110K); performs well under the 
zero-shot setting, cross-lingual word 
alignments. Translation reading

initializing the encoder part of the neural 
MT model with monolingual BERT 
weights to improve MT

https://arxiv.org/abs/1906.01502


A Structural Probe for Finding Syntax in Word Representations post

We’ll present a method for finding tree structures in these vector spaces, and 
show the surprising extent to which ELMo and BERT encode human-like 
parse trees. 

They showed evidence that entire syntax trees are embedded implicitly in 
deep models’ vector geometry.

An example: The chef who ran to the store was out of food.

https://nlp.stanford.edu/pubs/hewitt2019structural.pdf
https://nlp.stanford.edu/~johnhew/structural-probe.html


A Structural Probe for Finding Syntax in Word Representations
post
Find a linear mapping, connect to the closest 
word..approximates the human parse tree! → 
structural hypothesis

equivalently, it is finding the distance
on the original space that best fits the tree metrics

https://nlp.stanford.edu/pubs/hewitt2019structural.pdf
https://nlp.stanford.edu/~johnhew/structural-probe.html


The structural probe
Intuition: vector spaces and graphs both have 
natural distance metrics.

Path metric: how many steps…

What about…vector distances!



Properties
Distance: symmetric (A-B) vs (B-A)

Implies proximity not a word is governed by another. 

Tree Depth: directions of the edges in a parse tree is determined by the depth of 
words in the parse tree

The number of edges in the parse tree between and the root and wi



Experiments
Models: ELMo[dim 1024];

Bert-base (cased) [dim 768];

and Bert-large (cased) [dim 1024]

Data: Stanford Dependencies formalism in English and Penn Treebank (training)

Baselines are non-contextualized embeddings, linear, etc. (Board)



Evaluation
Tree distance evaluation: look at all word pairs

Compare minimum spanning tree of the test sentence parse trees.
UUAS: undirected unlabeled attachment score->the percent of 

undirected edges placed correctly—against the gold tree.
Spearman distance: a squared Euclidean distance; sentence lengths 5–

50
Tree depth evaluation: order of words specified by their depth.

Also looked at the root node.



Results



Results



Conclusion and Takeaway
Syntactic information is the most prominent in the middle BERT layers (8-9)

subject-verb agreement

In contextualized embeddings, there are richer information: shows a global 
structural property. 

Why only uses a single linear transformation? Because the space is dense and 
rich. 

Map entities into the high-dimension space, reconstruct based on L2 distance. 
May be useful for testing the existence of different types of graph structures. Entity 
linking, what else? 



On Difficulties of Cross-Lingual Transfer with Order Differences: A 
Case Study on Dependency Parsing

Hypothesis: Cross-lingual transfer: an order-agnostic model will perform better 
when transferring to distant foreign languages.

Compared RNN and self-attention models.

Results supports the hypothesis. 

- First quantify language distance in terms of word order typology;
- Then systematically study the transferability of order-sensitive and order-free 

neural architectures on cross-lingual dependency parsing.

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1811.00570.pdf


Language Distances paper
Word order distance

Parsing trees fine-grained way: “(ModifierPOS, HeadPOS, DependencyLabel)”  

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1811.00570.pdf


Application Papers



GCN-Sem at SemEval-2019 Task 1: Semantic Parsing using Graph 
Convolutional and Recurrent Neural Networks

Cross-lingual Semantic Parsing 
with UCCA (with multiple 
languages)

limited to three types of relations: 
1) the head to the dependents, 2) 
the dependents to the head, and 3) 
each word to itself (self-loops)

maximum of the weights from the 
three individual adjacency matrices

https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/S19-2014


MAGNET: Multi-Label Text Classification using Attention-
based Graph Neural Network
Use GAT to capture attentive dependency structure among the labels (use feature 
matrix and correlation matrix)

Attention allows weights to different label

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2003.11644.pdf




MLTC Methods

Binary Relevance (BR): multiple independent binary classification problems.

Label Powers (LP): treats a multi-label problem as a multiclass problem by training 
a multi-class classifier on all unique combinations of labels in the dataset.

Classifier Chains (CC): transform the multi-label text classification problem into a 
Bayesian conditioned chain of the binary text classification problem. 



EHR+Transfer learning review



ANATOMY OF THE EHR DATA
PATIENT INFORMATION

CLINICAL NOTES/MANUSCRIPTS
LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS AND MEDICAL IOT
READINGS
MEDICATION, DIAGNOSIS PROCEDURE AND DRUG
CODES



Quick survey: transfer learning + EHR
RNN, LSTM research on time-series data:  [We don’t want to work on this for now]

- structured data (mainly), predict events, death, etc. 
- pre-training, fine-tuning to transfer

With Text data for use cases:

- Various apps/use cases: Adverse Event Reporting (NER), event 
prediction/recognition, Mortality Prediction,etc.

- Deep-based methods: CNNs, RNNs, BERT, word embeddings. 
- Adapting a model to a local setting for personalized data.

Related to Text data:

- Embedding learning: ICD-9 code, patients, etc.



Use case: Using EHR Clinical Notes to Predict Death

Data source could be MIMIC-III.

We can apply better models using transfer learning. Heart failure/mortality prediction?



References
Transfer Learning for Biomedical Named Entity Recognition with BioBERT

- Data: https://github.com/AnthiS/MasterThesis_DS/tree/master/biobert_ner
- Relevant paper: BioBERT

Transfer Learning for Named-Entity Recognition with Neural Networks
- MIMIC and i2b2 datasets.
- Code: https://github.com/Franck-Dernoncourt/NeuroNER

- Study the impact of transfer learning (transfer a model trained on a large dataset to a small one)

Using Transfer Learning for Improved Mortality Prediction in a Data-Scarce Hospital Setting
- MIMIC data, structured data, decision tree
- Can we apply same pipeline but using text data?

Recent review:
- Deep Learning for Electronic Health Records Analytics

http://ceur-ws.org/Vol-2451/paper-26.pdf
https://github.com/AnthiS/MasterThesis_DS/tree/master/biobert_ner
https://arxiv.org/abs/1901.08746
https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/L18-1708
https://github.com/Franck-Dernoncourt/NeuroNER
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5470861/
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/abstract/document/8760225


Other Tools: CLAMP
CLAMP (Clinical Language Annotation, Modeling, and Processing):

customized NLP pipelines

https://clamp.uth.edu/

